
rest
by Geraldine Quek & Teri Lim

The notes I handle no better than many pianists.
But the pauses between the notes -
ah, that is where the art resides.”
- Arthur Schnabel, pianist

rest was designed with busy students in mind. In 
music theory, time is measured by strategic 
moments of sound and silence. Rests represent 
periods of silence; half and whole rests are of 
the longest duration in a bar. Dual lighting 
qualities are shown – the musical notation for 
rests and making use of the inherent 
characteristics of cardboard, a dynamic glowing 
effect emphasizes on the tone of light. We hope 
that rest will help students amidst the busyness 
to remember to take a break. Take a break with 
rest.

Light source used:
OSRAM CERAM ECO
1180 lm
halogen lamp



DIVA was used in our design process from the 
very beginning. The running of visualisations 
of each design iteration allowed us to do 
quick, virtual prototypes of the luminaire - 
much like a digital design charette. 

The interior shape could be quickly  modelled, 
changed and tested in a visualisation with the 
right light source settings and cardboard 
materiality. This was also done to explore the 
method of making cuts in the luminaire. 

interior shape explorations (DIVA visualisations)

cuts explorations (DIVA visualisations)

straight cuts radial cuts

conical cubic

final shapesquare pyramidal

Final Design Iteration



Achieving the quality of light we wanted was done 
through shadow intensity studies on a few design 
iterations. Mood lighting requires for softer 
lighting quality that does not contrast too much 
with its surroundings.

Modelling our luminaire with 3 walls around it, we 
were able to analyse the shadow intensity 
created. We could then compare the luminous 
intensities of each shape and size iteration.

Shadow Intensity Studies

visualisation near surfaces
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polar luminous intensity 
(plot and render)
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Our student hostel double bedroom was chosen 
as the context because we wanted to activate 
the shared but empty space between the beds. 
Alternatively, it can be used as a night light 
without disturbing one another, ensuring a good 
night’s sleep (as shown in first slide).

The myriad of light patterns created form an 
abstraction of the rest symbol on the walls.



After modelling the chosen context, we could 
run visualisations of iterations and see its 
effects on the surroundings. In simulating the 
experience of a user of the luminaire, we were 
able to test the luminous intensity of light for 
various key surfaces in its actual surrroundings. 
This further guided and improved our mood 
lighting design. 

visualization in context

HDR photo in hostel room

visualization in context
(falsecolor)

Organic Interior (12cm) Organic Interior (15cm)
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